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Abstract.

A multi-channel polychromatic non-zero-order joint transform
correlator (NOJTC) with minimum average cross-correlation energy is introduced. The system is implemented using a general J T C scheme with additional
power-spectrum subtraction strategy and the design of an ideal reference
function with a Lagrange multipliers technique. As the zero-order part is
removed, the desired correlation peaks can be quite distinctive and sharp.
T h e correlator also shows the advantage of better detection ability over
monochromatic systems.

1. Introduction
T h e most common techniques used for optical pattern recognition are the joint
transform correlator (JTC) [l] and Vander Lugt’s filter based system [2]. T o
reduce the system alignment requirement along with the optical axis in the 4-f
Vander Lugt setup, the J T C system arranges the reference and the target side by
side at the input plane. Both of these two correlators have the characteristic of
shift-invariance that can be used for targets tracking in pattern recognition.
Nevertheless, the correlation operations performed by conventional J T C s
(CJTCs) result in large correlation sidelobes, large zero-order bandwidth, low
light efficiency and poor discrimination. These drawbacks are practically due to
the existence of the zero-order power spectrum, which also restrains applications
to multi-target detection. Hence, a lot of research into improving J T C performance has been done. For example, Lu et al. [3,4] introduced a non-zero-order J T C
(NOJ T C ) with a phase-shifting technique. Some other methods for eliminating
zero-order have also been proposed and demonstrated [5, 61. In the topic of
distortion invariant pattern recognition, Alam et al. [7] designed a fringe-adjusted
J T C based on the Newton-Raphson algorithm. However, there is no theoretical
guarantee that this algorithm will converge to a solution in every case. Recently,
Chen et al. [8-101 adopted the technique of Lagrange multipliers to design a
reference function that can produce sharp correlation peaks for monochromatic
images.
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Not only shapes but also the colours are essential characteristics for pattern
recognition. In most cases, Vander Lugt correlators and J T C s are implemented to
handle monochromatic images. In the real world, however, most visual signals are
composed of polychromatic information, which drives the development of polychromatic pattern recognition [ll-131. In the mean time, the idea of multi-channel
J T C has been proposed [14, 151. T o achieve colour pattern recognition, Deutsch et
al. [ 161 demonstrated a multi-channel single-output J T C by the arrangement of
objects for all colour channels at the input plane. Similar to CJTCs, their concept
led to an even larger zero-order part formed by six auto-correlation terms that
result in poor detection efficiency. Recently, to obtain better performance in multichannel single-output JTC, Alam et al. [17] proposed a fringe-adjusted J T C
technique where a fringe-adjusted filter (FAF) is applied to the joint power
spectrum (JPS). The convergence of the algorithm has to be investigated further.
In this paper, we propose a linearly constrained optimization method for
performing polychromatic pattern recognition with an N OJ T C , which has many
advantages over other monochromatic or conventional systems. We will show the
procedure step by step to obtain the desired optimized function. T h e proposed
correlator is found to have superior discrimination ability.

2.

Analysis

T h e basic concept of the proposed system is founded on the J T C proposed by
Yu [18]. The architecture diagram of the J T C system is shown in figure 1. This
opto-electronic hybrid system consists of two spatial light modulators (SLMs) and
two CCD cameras. A laser beam illuminates the first S L M comprising the joint
input images at the first plane, which is exactly the front focal plane of the first

SLM

Figure 1.

Polychromatic NOJTC architechure.
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Fourier lens. A CCD camera located at the back focal plane of the first Fourier lens
is utilized to capture the joint transform power spectrum (JTPS), which is actually
the absolute magnitude square of the Fourier transform of the input scene. T h e
captured digital information is read by a laptop computer for the subsequent J T P S
subtraction strategy to remove the zero-order term. T h e subtracted J T P S is then
transferred through the laptop to the second S L M for inverse Fourier transform.
Because of the special property of Fourier transform pairs, the image showing at
the back focal plane of the second Fourier lens is in fact a 180-degree rotation of
the desired one. Finally, the CCD camera at the back focal plane of the second
Fourier lens can obtain the cross-correlation output without zero-order term.
The joint input image consists of two parts: the left part contains RGB
channels from the synthesized reference image, and the right part containing the
input target scene. For numerical analysis, an input scene with objects locating at
the first SLM is described by
6

t ( x , Y) =

Cfn(x -

x n 3 Y -Yn

n=l

(1)

where ( x , , y n )is the channel position of either the reference image (n = 1, 2, 3 or R,
G, B) or the test image (n = 4, 5, 6 or r, g, b) at the input domain.
Since both the reference function and test image are separated into R, G, B
channels, there are 6 terms in this case. T h e corresponding J T P S captured by the
CCD camera, which is in fact the magnitude squared of the Fourier transform for
the joint input scene, can be rewritten as

where F,(a, p) symbolizes the Fourier transform of objectsf,(x,y), while ( a , P ) is
the spatial coordinate system of the joint-spectrum plane.
T h e correlation distribution at the output plane O(x’,y’) can be written as
6

6

6

m#n

where the correlation C,, of objects f n and f, is defined as

Let ( X l , Y l ) = (-xolYo), ( X 2 , Y 2 ) = (-.o,O),
( X 3 r Y 3 ) = (--xo,-Yo),
(X4,Y4) =
(XO,YO),
( X S , Y S ) = ( X O , ~ ) , and (X6rY6) = ( ~ o , - Y o ) . T h e output plane of the
NOJTC is shown in figure 2; the subscripts in capital letters and lowercase letters
represent the input reference and target image, respectively.
T h e first term on the right-hand side in equation (3) represents the sum of the
six autocorrelation terms appear at the centre of the output plane. This is the
annoying part that some researchers have tried to eliminate. T h e second term is
the summation of cross-correlation terms between any pair of input objects. T h e
distribution of this part depends on the locations of objects involved in the
correlation process at the input plane. Among these cross-correlation terms are
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Locations of the correlation distribution at the output plane. Capital letters in
Figure 2.
a correlation term refer to colour channels of the reference image; lowercase letters
represent those of the input test scene. The dash line denotes the removed terms in
the JTPS subtraction procedure.

some desired terms in the areas around (0,2xo) and (0, -2xo) in figure 2 that yield
sharp peaks for targets.
T o avoid the problem of a strong zero-order peak appearing at the centre of the
output plane, we chose the joint transform power spectrum (JTPS) subtraction
strategy [19]. The strategy is based on equation 3. T h e removal procedure is stated
as follows:
1. Divide the six images at the input scene into two parts, one consisting of
three reference images and the other of three test images.
2. Capture the power spectra of these two parts individually, and store them
in the computer.
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3. Capture the J T P S of the joint input scene and subtract it by the power
spectra captured in step 1. Therefore, we obtain the non-zero-order J T P S
(NOJTPS).
4. Send the NOJTPS to the SLM and acquire the final correlation distribution at the output plane.
Finally, the correlation distribution without zero-order term at the output
plane is given by
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n=l m=4
3

6

m=l n=4

The intensity distribution captured by the CCD camera at the output plane is
then

1 ’ ( d 1 y ’ )= 10(x’ly’)12
In pattern recognition, it is quite important to detect the targets with different
geometric distortion, e.g., rotation and scaling, etc. A particular frequency domain
filter, namely MACE [8, 201, is able to include all possible distortion information
and to reduce correlation sidelobes for monochromatic images. This task can be
accomplished by minimizing the average correlation energy of all training images
while keeping the desired correlation peaks at a specified height. Trying not to
complicate the derivation procedure, we utilize a compact style denotation in the
following paragraph.
Let F and H be the corresponding Fourier transforms of the test imagef and
the reference image h , respectively. From the preceding presumption, these
symbols actually refer to any of the R, G and B channels in the colour images.
In order to minimize the average correlation energy for all training images in each
channel, we assume that there are N centred training target images spanning the
expected distortion-invariant feature database. Therefore, f;@ h and F;’H form a
Fourier transform pair, where f; denotes the ith training image with d pixels
present at the input plane. Since the intensity distribution (see equation (6)) at the
output plane is an even function, the values of the desired correlation peak
intensity on both sides are identical. T h e constrained correlation peaks can be
written in matrix vector notation as follows

where F is a matrix with N column vectors in which each column vector represents
the sampled Fourier transform of f;;similar process for h leads to a column vector
the superscript T stands for the matrix transpose operator; 6 is the correlation
peak requirement vector of size N with p ; as entries, which can be specified as the
same to yield equal correlation peaks in response to all training images.
By applying Parseval’s identity, the average cross-correlation energy function
can be described as follows:

k;
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E = H'AH

(8)
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where the superscript + denotes the Hermitian symmetric transpose while A is a
real-valued diagonal matrix whose diagonal entry is the average of IFi(p,q)l2with
respect to all training images. By rewriting equations (7) and (8) with real parts and
image parts, we obtain

where the subscripts r and i denote the real part and image part of the associated
symbol, respectively. Taking advantage of Lagrange multipliers, the problem of
the optimisation of the average cross-correlation energy given in equation (10)
while satisfying the constraints in equation (9) for each channel can be solved. By
making use of equations (9) and ( l o ) , the Lagrangian can be defined as
J = H ,T A H , HTAHj - 2XT(F:H,
FTHj - p , ) - 2XT(FTH, - FTHi - p i )

+

+

(11)
T h e gradients of J with respect to H , and Hi are

{

VH,J= 2AHr - 2F,&

- 2FiXi

VH,J = 2AHj - 2FjX, + 2FJi

(12)

Setting the gradients to zeros, and solving the simultaneous equations gives

H , = A-' ( F J ,

+ FiXj)

Hj = A-'(Fi.X, - F,Xj)
Applying the results to H* leads to

=A-~F*X

Substitute H* as A-lF*X in equation (9) and obtain

x = (FA-'
~*)-'p

(15)

T h e optimum solution is obtained by combing equation (14) and ( 1 5 ) , that is

H =A-~F(F+A-'F)-'~*

(16)

T h e solution in equation (16) is a vector representation in the frequency
domain. The final optimum reference function in the input domain with a more
formal notation is constructed by

hk(x,y) = 9-l { E i k ( ~ , v ) }

k = R, G, B,

(17)
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where W' denotes the inverse Fourier transform.
For further investigation of the performance, we introduce the peak to
correlation energy (PCE) ratio, which is the sharpness of the correlation peak
measured at the desired area. It is defined as
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It is expected that the sharper the correlation profile, the higher the accuracy of
target detection.

3. Numerical results
Numerical analysis of the NOJTC system was carried out using the Matlab
software package. T h e test image was chosen to be a colourful butterfly photo with
64 x 64 pixels. For simplicity, 18 colour images are selected for the training set in
the subsequent simulation. Figure 3 illustrates the training set images of R, G, B
channels. An in-plane rotational distortion range from 0" to 360" was considered.
Each image is selected 20" apart in rotation. Therefore, there were 18 training
images for each channel to construct the associated reference function. Each
training image was assigned a desired correlation peak of 255. T o avoid overlapping of the correlation distribution, all input scene images used in the simulation were arranged in proper intervals.
T h e joint input image is composed of three channels, in the order of red, green
and blue, from the top to the bottom. Each channel has one reference image on the
left half part and one target image on the right half part (see figure 4). T h e overall
size of the input image is 384 x 384 pixels.
From the preceding analysis, the peaks of interest at the output plane are
located around areas ( 0 ,- 2 ~ 0 ) and (0,2xo). They represent the coherent addition
of the three cross-correlation terms between the target and the input scene of the
corresponding RGB color channels. Figure 5 shows the corresponding 3D output
plot of a CJTC. Because of the existence of the extra large zero-order term, it is
hard to tell where the desired peaks are without use of computer simulation. Since
the CCD camera detection ability is unknown here, all peaks in figure 5 are
normalized according to the highest peaks to enhance comparison. I n practical
experiment, the 3D profile captured by the C C D camera is expected to be more
complicated. T h e output has 15 correlation peaks regularly arranged, as is shown
in figure 2.
Figure 6 illustrates the corresponding 3D output plot of an NOJTC. I n
contrast to CJTC, NOJTC provides clear and sharp correlation peaks to detect
targets. T h e sharp correlation peak corresponding to the valid butterfly image is
quite distinguishable and indicates that the valid image is detected properly. All
peaks in figure 6 are normalized according to the desired peaks to enhance the
observation. Besides are two desired peaks, there are some insignificant peaks,
which are due to other cross-correlation terms. In this case, these insignificant
peaks are within size limits that have little influence on observation of the desired
peaks.
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Figure 3.

Training image for R, G, B channels.

According to this numerical analysis of output spectra in polychromatic pattern
recognition with CJTCs, the zero-order term at the origin, which is composed of
six auto-correlation terms, can be about 1102 times higher than the desired term.
Moreover, the zero-order content increases with the number of channels at the
input plane. Accordingly, by applying extra steps in the JTPS subtraction technique, we can make the recognition capability of JTCs better.
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Figure 4.

Input plane of a J T C (RGB channels from the top to the bottom) with noisefree test images.

Figure 5.

3D profile for the correlation output of a CJTC for figure 4.

M u c h research has shown that the performance of a JTC system depends
heavily on t h e number of training set images. T h e more training set images we use
in the procedure to produce t h e reference image, the greater t h e recognition
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Figure 6.

3D profile for the correlation output of a NOJTC for figure 4.

capacity of the system. However, expanding the number of training set images
implies increasing average energy, which results in magnification of sidelobes.
T o clarify the behaviour of the monochromatic N O J T C and multi-channel
single output NOJTC, figure 7 illustrates the PCE as a function of the number of
training images for the two cases. Values along with x-axis are the number of
training images, ranging from 10 to 360 training images in increments of 10
images. T h e tested image is the same as the test image in figure 3. As the number
of training set images increases, the constraints increase, thus the ratios decrease
due to the increase of the correlation output energy. The figure shows that the
multi-channel NOJTC system generates better discrimination performance over
the tested training images than does the monochromatic N O J T C .

Conclusions
We have introduced a multi-channel polychromatic pattern recognition
method with the use of an NOJTC. Computer simulation verified that the
proposed technique produces high correlation discrimination. It has been shown
that the general algorithm used in monochromatic N O J T C systems can easily be
applied to polychromatic cases. We also adopted the PCE to investigate the
recognition performance. In the meantime, polychromatic N OJ T C also implies
superior discriminability over monochromatic J T C in the PCE graph. However,
we need more analytical evidence in mathematics to support our hypothesis. T h e
system has improved the performance of a J T C in terms of better pixel utilization,
distortion invariance, higher detection efficiency, and the fact that false alarms can
be avoided. T h e proposed system also offers parallel multi-channel and single-

4.
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PCE as a function of the number of training images for different correlators.

output processing capability, by which the system can detect simultaneously
targets of multiple wavelengths.
However, there are some drawbacks we have to overcome. As we mentioned in
the preceding section, those insignificant peaks distributed at the output plane
were ignorable in the tests carried out so far. However, in other cases, such as test
images with noise, a very large number of training set images, and distorted test
images, these unwanted peaks will be larger and will make observation of the
desired peaks more difficult. Furthermore, the implementation of multi-channel
systems indicates a requirement for a larger SLM, and thus higher cost. Further
investigation of system improvement is proceeding.
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